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What is CDN?
Is a system of distributed servers (network) that deliver 
webpages and other web content to a user based on 
geographical locations of a user, origin of the webpage and 
a content delivery server. 

Consists of: 
Edge locations: Location at which Content is Cached. 
Object  based storage & Object are cached for TTL.

Origin:The origin of all files that the CDN will distribute.

Distribution: Name given to CDN which consists of a 
collection of Edge locations.

2 Main Type of Distributions:
1) Web Distribution- Typically for Websites
2) RTMP - Used for Media Streaming (Adobe Flash 

Flies)



Overlay Network?



Why Should you 
care about 
CDN?

Growing Traffic Means Growing 
Vulnerabilities!

CDN is the Middleman in All of 
This!



Applications of CDN

Improves website security Increases content 
availability and redundancy

Improves website load 
times and Reduces 

bandwidth costs

SECURE ACCESSIBLE & RELIABLEFAST & COST-EFFECTIVE

The popularity of CDN services continues to grow, and 
today the majority of web traffic is served through CDNs, 
including traffic from major sites like Facebook, Netflix, 

Instagram, Meme sites and Porn sites, etc.



CDN 
Implementations

A variety of algorithms are used to route the user 

request to the right proxy server:

● Global Server Load Balancing

● DNS-based request routing

● Dynamic metafile generation

● HTML rewriting

● anycasting



DNS-based CDN Attack Surface

In simple words: Messing around with DNS records that route a request!

By injecting or modifying the DNS records of DNS resolvers involved in the request 

routing, an adversary may be able to perform many types of attacks to 

compromise either availability, confidentiality or integrity of the static contents.

Two examples of these attacks:

● Redirection Hijacking

● Forwarding Loop

Resulting in MitM or DDoS



Redirection Hijacking

The key feature of a redirection hijacking attack is that an adversary can inject 

crafted but legitimate records into a recursive DNS resolver to manipulate the 

dynamic mapping inside CDNs.

One may be able to redirect the requests to a specific server controlled by an 

adversary (MitM > Integrity, Confidentiality) or in case of using DNSSEC, to an 

unavailable or overloaded legitimate proxy server (DDoS > Availability).



Forwarding Loop

Another method to attack the availability of Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) is 

by creating forwarding loops inside one CDN or across multiple CDNs. Such 

forwarding loops cause one request to be processed repeatedly or even 

indefinitely, resulting in undesired resource consumption and potential Denial-of-

Service attacks. There are four main categories of this method:

● Self Loop

● Intra CDN Loop

● Inter CDN Loop

● Dam Flooding Attack



Self-Loop

The Host request header specifies the domain name of the server (for virtual 

hosting) [MDN docs, mozilla.org]

Self-loops occur when requests are forwarded circularly within a single CDN node. 

The attack is simple to mount: the attacker only needs to specify the forwarding 

destination of their domain as the loopback address (i.e., 127.0.0.1), or the IP 

address of a given CDN node. Yet self-loops can be particularly damaging, 

because the circulation happens without network latency, potentially consuming 

resources very quickly.

Most CDNs are loop-aware in this context and they reject the request. We can be 

better though!



Intra-CDN Loops

Attackers can also create forwarding loops across multiple nodes within a single 

CDN. For each of these CDNs, attackers can create forwarding loops across 

multiple nodes by chaining multiple attacking accounts using multiple forwarding 

domains. For example, they can set up account A1 forwarding domain D1 to 

domain D2, account A2 forwarding domain D2 to domain D3, and so forth. 

Account An closes the loop by forwarding domain Dn to domain D1. This creates a 

loop across n domains, which can further be mapped to different CDN nodes.

Some CDNs have mechanisms to detect this, so let’s do it like a pro!



Inter-CDN Loops

If attackers extend the multiple-node forwarding loop to span multiple CDNs, they 

can evade the protection of loop detection headers to attack almost all famous 

CDNs. This approach works by chaining loop-aware CDNs with other CDNs that 

disrupt the loop-detection headers.

Not done yet, let’s make it worse, shall we?



Forward vs Redirect

Forward

● a forward is performed internally by 

the application (servlet).

● the browser is completely unaware 

that it has taken place, so its original 

URL remains intact

● any browser reload of the resulting 

page will simple repeat the original 

request, with the original URL

Redirect

● a redirect is a two step process, 

where the web application instructs 

the browser to fetch a second URL, 

which differs from the original

● a browser reload of the second URL 

will not repeat the original request, but 

will rather fetch the second URL

● objects placed in the original 

request scope are not available to 

the second request.
How about forwarding?



Dam Flooding Attack

We call this attack “CDN Dam Flooding” because it involves two phases analogous 

to the filling and flooding of a dam.

In the filling phase, the attacker launches a number of forwarding loops via the 

strategies described before.

In theflooding phase, the attacker changes the resolution of these names to direct 

the forwarding destinations to a server of the attacker’s that replies to incoming 

requests with a large file transmitted using HTTP streaming. For each forwarding 

loop, a streaming response flows along the CDN nodes in reverse order, for 

multiple rounds.

… and walla! A pro DDoS right there!



2 Case Studies

Cloud Bleed

Spamhaus DDoS Attack



CloudFlare: CloudBleed bug

● Researcher: Tavis Ormandy, Google Project Zero
● Accomplished via Cloudflare’s stream parser

○ The parser scans content as it is delivered 
from Cloudflare's network and is able to 
modify it in real time (ex. HTTP -> HTTPS).

○ Edge servers were running past the end of a 
buffer and returning memory that contained 
private information 

○ The bug was triggered 1,242,071 times, 
leaking HTTP headers, chunks of POST data, 
cookies and other sensitive info



—The Register

“Think of CloudBleed as sitting down at a 

restaurant and in addition to being 

handed a menu, you’re also handed the 

contents of the previous diner’s wallet.”



CloudFlare: CloudBleed bug continued

An example of how data was dumped on web pages. 



CloudFlare: CloudBleed bug continued

How a Malicious Actor Would Exploit the Bug?

● The data leaked was random on per request 

● Greatest period of impact was between February 13 and February 18 with 

almost one in every 3,300,000 HTTP requests

● If a hacker was trying to exploit the bug - send as many requests as possible 

to a page that contained the set of conditions that would trigger the bug.



Spamhaus DDoS Attack

● One of the largest DDoS attacks on 

record

● Generated up to 300Gbps of DDoS 

traffic.

● Source of Attack traffic

○ DNS reflection

○ over 30,000 unique DNS resolvers 

involved



Spamhaus DDoS Attack

How Cloudflare mitigated the attack?

● Use of a properly Anycasted CDN
○ Distributes the remaining attack traffic across multiple 

data centers, preventing any one location from 

becoming overwhelmed with requests.

○ Attack becomes many-to-many with no single point on 

the network acting as a bottleneck.



Moving Forward…

Provisioning  Defences



Defence Levels

Small-business 
providing service to 

end-user.

Often a Cloud provider 
such as CloudFlare, 
Akamai, AWS. 

End-User of an 
Application.

Service Provider

Distribution Provider

Consumer



Defence- Distribution Provider Level

➔Provide Web Application Firewall (WAF) 

➔DDoS Mitigation Tools

➔Auditing and Logging Tools

➔Predictive analytics using ML. 

➔Those services operate using machine learning and AI so that 
each service becomes smarter and more secure with every threat 
detected.

➔Security is not built onto or outside of the service, but each 
service itself is secure in nature. In essence, a secure platform.



Defense- Service-Provider Level
➔Don’t hardcode passwords or symmetric encryption
keys in firmware

➔ Implement better Identity and Access Management Policies (e.g. 
implement principle of least privilege for staff.)

➔Use end-to-end encryption -- TLS (SSL) paired with
AES

➔ Utilize token-based authentication

➔ Track metadata & monitor status of device

➔ Provide user friendly interface for updates + setup



-Keep firewall and antivirus software up to date

-Change default passwords

-Watch out for social engineering tactics

Defence- Consumer Level



Surprise Quiz

Question#1

Question#2

Question#4Question#3



Question 1

What type of attack was used in the 2013 Spamhaus Cyber Attack?

a) DDoS

b) Trojan Horse

c) SQL injection

d) Phishing
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Question 2

Which of the following is NOT a category of a Forward-looping attack?

a) Self Loop

b) Intra-CDN

c) Inter-CDN

d) Eavesdropping
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Question 3

Which of the following is false?

a) An attack that involves two phases analogous to the filling and flooding of a 

dam is known as a CDN Dam flooding attack.

b) Forwarding loops cause one request to be processed repeatedly or even 

indefinitely, resulting in undesired resource consumption and potential Denial-

of-Service attacks.

c) An example of a CDN based DNS attack is known as a Ransomware attack.
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Question 4

Which of the following protocols is used for distributing Media Files (e.g. Adobe 

Flash)?

a) SSL/TLS

b) HTTP

c) Real-Time Messaging Protocol  
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THANKS!

Does anyone have any question?

sid16@my.yorku.ca
jg97@my.yorku.ca
saaniaki@gmail.com

mailto:sid16@my.yorku.ca
mailto:jg97@my.yorku.ca
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